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The variation of the response of four types of solid state nuclear 
track detector SSNTD's namely CR-39 , MK ,CN-85 and LR-115 as a function 
of etching time for different al ha energies have been studied.Alpha particles 
emitted from 2'xPu are used ! or track formation . The optimum condition of 
etching time for the four detectors are determined. The response of these 
detectors as a function of alpha energies at the optimum etching time conditions 
is obtained. 

1. Introduction 
The validity of various models of track formation inay be judged 64' A 

critical parameters such as charge , mass and energy of such incident 
particles as are able to form etchable tracks. Various authers [I-31 have 
suogested that the track formation should be related to a number of 
diPferent parameters ,such as total energy loss rate ,primarj. ionization 
,restricted energy loss ect..These track formation can be tested by 
irradating a given solid with a number of ions at various ener ies and i recording those cases for which etchable tracks are formed . If t e track 
has been etched successively until the end of the ion range , i t  performs a 
cone with a tip point . The shape of the developed tracks in the plastic 
depends on the etching conditions. It goes through three phases namely 
conical , transition and s herjcal phases. Plastic track detectors are in use K in diverse area of researc such as radiation dosimetrj., heavy ion physics, 
neutron physics, astrophysics, solar particles, .geophysics and medicine 
[I-101 .These detectors consist of a long-chain organic molecules and 
have threshold for charged particle detection . Furthermore SSNTD's 
have some impressive features such as, they are cheap, simple in use, can 
be used in an s ace by any size and can be operated successfully in a r 'f wide range of iel s [4 -121. 

The aim of the present work is to study the optimum etching time and 
the induced changes in the response for each detector and its dependence 
on the alpha energies. 


























